
Your Strategic Shared Knowledge Network

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon everybody and welcome to Kuala Lumpur at the Palm Oil Trade Fair and Seminar 2018 organized by MPOCMy name is Paul Bloemendal, and I am the founder and owner of PRETB Pte LtdPRETB is a Consultancy firm that specializes in assisting companies to improve their toolbox and thus enhance their margins by making them future readyBefore we go on, I would like to specifically thank the organization and Datuk Dr. Kalyana Sundram, CEO, Malaysian Palm Oil Council for inviting me here today



The Vision of PRETB
• We aim to assist companies in their business development by adding our 

network of Strategic Partners to your current set up

• We Review, Recommend, Introduce, Implement and Follow up with 
Strategic Change to enhance your margins and to hit your targets

• We provide Market Access, Research, Financing, Consultancy Services 
and Risk Management Solutions to anyone ready to take the next step

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A very short introduction to all who don’t know me or my company yet.I have a history of running trading and risk management desks at companies like Cargill, Noble, Citibank, Ruchi and most recently have fully focused in Risk Management Solutions and Consultancy.My current company PRETB helps companies to develop their platform to be ready for any change, opportunity or risk in the market by taking best practices from others out thereWe believe that you don’t need to reinvent the wheel, but optimize what others before you have already developed by working together with great companies and use their knowledgeThis could be at all levels of risk for your company. From Strategic, to Technological to Research and even Financial products



The SSKN
• SSKN stands for Strategic Shared Knowledge Network

• We believe that most emerging or rapidly growing companies are better 
of by sourcing knowledge externally vs developing it all in house

• We have a network of partners with extensive experience in their specific 
niches that we can tap into. Be it on a consultancy or introductory basis 
but always managed in the relationship via PRETB pte ltd

• We are the axle in the knowledge wheel and provide the Lego blocks for 
a solid foundation so that our clients can build up their enterprise to the 
next level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this we use the SSKN , or Strategic Shared Knowledge NetworkThe SSKN for PRETB is a group of companies that we introduce to our clients to help them get best practices implemented after an initial review on their existing systems and policiesI like to describe it PRETB is the axle in the knowledge wheel and we provide the tools and building blocks for your to remain ready for the future



Strategic Partners
Currently the company works with a wide range of strategic partners (both 
corporate and individual) that are focusing on Risk Reporting and 
Analytics, Risk Management Solutions, Compliance tools, Market 
information,  S&D creations & reviews and M&A advice. 

Examples of some of our core partners are:

• Risk Reporting: Tradesparent

• Risk Management: Marex Solutions, Arcadia Agri

• Compliance: Datarama

• Physicals: Commodity Inspection Services BV (CIS)

• E-Documentation: Bolero, BlockDoc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a quick overview of some of these core partners. Some of them are here these days as well, others might have not been on your radar yet, but I would be happy to explain their workings in more detail later today or tomorrow during the conference



Next Level 
Opportunities
How To Manage Your Risk In A 
Time Of Emerging Trade Barriers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, let’s move on to the topic of today.The Malaysian Palm Oil Council asked me to give a non-traditional overview of some of the major changes we have seen or could expect to see in the market in the near futureI on purpose thus won’t talk about trading, or go in-depth into Supply & Demand or Price forecasts as we will have speakers here these days that are much more into that than I currently amI will take you through a series of variables that I believe will be the core influencers of market prices. Just a disclaimer, how much and into what direction they will influence it, only the future will tell usMuch of the information in this is not new or original, but where suitable I will mention the author or presentation that the data came from. If I did forget to mention anyone, apologise, your hard work is well recognized by me!The theme for today, is NEXT LEVEL OPPORTUNITIES, or HOW TO MANAGE RISK in a time of massive macro, political, technological and general change around us



Outline for today
• Megatrends in the Commodity Landscape

• Historical Dynamics vs Current Influencers for palm oil trading

• Future CPO Price Key Variables

• Long term Palm Oil Supply & Demand, what can we expect?

• Trade Barriers

• Social Media

• Compliance

• Sustainability

• Technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The outline for today with the focus points that I believe are crucial:MegatrendsThe way we trade, hedge or manage risk from the past to now to the futureA Brief SND review, supplied by Rabobank so all credits go to them, thanks Oscar Tjakra!5 different layers of variables that have an impact on our market. Are there any opportunities or how to handle these price influencing changesAnd I will end it all with a brief recap of it all before I leave the stage for all the speakers that you want to see that will guide you in your trading and risk management needs for the short and medium term!



Megatrends
In the commodity landscape

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First of all, let us have a look at the world around us in the largest sense of the word. Where will we be, what will happen and how will that impact the global needs for us all on the long run. For your information, the Long run here is anything more than 3 years from now. Basically 2022 or so onwards or basically the time it would take to replant a palm tree and start harvesting your crop seriously!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As per the United Nations, we are currently with around 7.6 billion people on the planet and growing the population by more than 225k daily. Or around 82.5mln additional persons are added this year alone at a growth rate of 1.09% in 2018High Growth countries are mainly in the emerging economies. China @ 1.4bln, India 1.35bln, Indonesia 270mln, Brazil 210mln, Pakistan 200mln, Nigeria 200mln, Bangladesh 165mln, Russia 140mln, Mexico 130mln. The only exception in the top 10 countries around the world that is not growing fast is the US on place 3 out of 10 with around 330mln people4.2bln of these are currently living in urban areas, thus only 3.4bln in rural ones. By 2025 the growth will give us a global population of almost 8.2bln, 600mln more than what we currently have and 500mln of these will be living in cities. Key Milestones to expect: 8bln people sometime in 2023, 10bln people in 2055 globallyAll in all demand for resources will grow exponentially. At current unchanged demand rates we will need already 8% more of everything just to sustain our way of livingBut not all growth is equal as the next chart will show



Data provided 
by http://esa.un.org/unpp/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main growth will be in the emerging markets with both Europe and North America curving down to at best remain stableThis is where the upside is for all of us: How can we cater for this change in trade flows and growing demand. We should focus already on Africa, Asia and in lesser terms on South AmericaOn top of this, demand will also be influenced by the following chart

http://esa.un.org/unpp/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
The rate of Urbanization has a huge effect on education as well with almost all growth coming from better educated people than ever before with the rate of un-educated people actually and fortunately going down!Higher educated people tend to earn more and thus move themselves up on the economic chainThis in return will make them consume more and more. From a self-sustaining community the world will grow more and more into a global supply chain one with higher levels of spending and demandThis effect is the biggest opportunity and risk for all agricultural market participants. How can we handle this long term growth?Fortunately there multiple research entities around the world who are trying to anticipate this. And for the next 2 slides I would really like to thank mr Lee from the Socio- Economic Research Centre here in Kuala Lumpur who presented these during the Price Outlook Conference in March. I mentioned it that day, and will do again, this is a great overview of what and how our market will change and what the expected impact is likely to be.



What Will the World Eat in the Next 
Decade

Source: http://www.agri-outlook.org/Agricultural-Outlook-
2018.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These charts came out on Thursday and are coming from a new 10 year forecast report from the United Nations and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. The full report is fascinating, and can be found on the links mentioned at the bottom.Basic conclusions for the next 10 years:India will eat more butter and drink more milk. Africa’s sweet tooth will grow bigger. But China’s appetite for pork is on the wane. Each of these trends will reshape global trade flows in agriculture, creating new winners—and forcing companies to adjust their food chains to serve shifting tastesIn richer nations such as the U.S. and more mature markets like China, companies may need to compete more on quality than quantity, while India and Africa will still provide opportunities to gain on volume. With new drivers and shifting diets, the winners will be those best able to adapt.

http://www.agri-outlook.org/Agricultural-Outlook-2018.pdf


What Will the World Eat in the Next 
Decade

Source: http://www.agri-outlook.org/Agricultural-Outlook-
2018.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From a local Malaysian perspective, the last column is the crucial onePer capita consumption will see a steep rise and total demand will grow faster than what we have seen the last decadeIndia and China are the real terms the real winners, but in relative terms Africa and Middle East are outperforming ChinaJust to put this in perspective due to size, China will grow almost 15mmt annually vs now and India 10mmt FOR FOOD ONLYMassive numbers no matter how you fulfil this demand. 

http://www.agri-outlook.org/Agricultural-Outlook-2018.pdf
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MEGATRENDS: New CHALLENGES, unlock OPPORTUNITIES, DISRUPTIONS and
STRUCTURAL shifts in the commodity landscape

FORCES OF 
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New information & 

communication 
“Network effect”
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power

SERVICES 
TRANSFORMATION

BIG DATA ECONOMY
Digital domino effect
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vs. 
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Evolutions of trade & 
investment policies

Chart from mr Lee Heng Guie, SERC sdn bhd, POC 07-03-2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mr Lee spoke about the megatrends that the Socio- Economic Research Centre sees that will impact our commodity markets directly. He identified the following 5 major mega changes or influencers:Liberalization vs Protectionism, and man what right he was! The world has changed massively since March with trade barriers and duties stepping up all over the world causing a likely reduced GDP growth for the years to come and most importantly a total shift in the Geopolitics. EU warming up to Russia, Asia getting closer to China, TTP and other large global trade initiatives being signed without the US as partner. The world as we knew it is changing rapidly and time will tell what the effect of it all will beHe also spoke over Digitalization (more on that later), big data or Artificial Intelligence and the change in traditional services.He created the following chart and this one indicates the effect of the 5 megatrends on the commodity landscape:



MULTINODE FACTORS to steer the dynamics of commodities &
future commodity trading

Wider availability and quicker data access
• Higher transparency and fairer pricing 
• Declining commodity trading profit margins
• Data analytics assist in quick decision making
• Democratization of data – threat to trading capabilities

Enlarged market and outreach 
• Increasing trading opportunities and volume
• Lower trade margin per volume basis?
• Current commodity exchanges are challenged

New ICT enabler services
• New providers or synergic partnership opportunities
• New trading platforms or locations
• New entrants pose competition; pressure on fees

Automation, digitalization and sharing economy
• Better quality services 
• Digitalization makes markets more efficient, but less 

time for decision making
• Traditional traders vs replacement with analytics

14
Chart from mr Lee Heng Guie, SERC sdn bhd, POC 07-03-2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see, the positives and negatives are more or less equalling each other outBut all positives show a trend to change. Something that the palm oil or general commodity market is always a bit hesitant toThe key thus is, that we need to consider the world around us, and remain relevant by anticipating new opportunities and risksThe biggest one is that the traditional way of trading just doesn’t provide expected returns anymore. Commodities are a low margin high volume business where any angle to create additional value should be pursuit.Most of the change is about technology and data. This is this where the most attention and investment need to be considered.I will get to that later, but let’s first have a quick look on where we are now and how we got there.



Historical Dynamics 
vs
Current Influencers
For palm oil trading

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next few minutes I will use to reflect on the changes we have already seen and why margins are lower than ever the last few years. Commodity trading is hard and will become even harder to generate returns in the future. The need for a better way of value creating thus becomes more crucial for any investor in this industryLet’s start with the History of Palm Trading and how we all (including me) started of in the last or early part of this century



The History of Palm trading:
Information Management + Research
• Mainly Long only positions 

• Plantations not hedging forward production / Consumers long physicals 
and paper positions / Trade houses taking all the counter risk = margins

• Information coming mainly from private sources
• Exports from SGS/ITS
• MOPB numbers for Stocks
• SnD’s were private and tradeable
• Brokers providing prices and sentiment
• FX component mainly ignored

• Plantation Margins were good enough to sustain great PnL’s

• Overall there was limited need nor wish to participate in setting up         
Risk Management or Hedging platforms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generally we were all in some way LONG ONLY tradersPlantations were long their future production but did not consider thisRefineries were long physical stocks and afloat cargoesThe only ones that were taking the opposite positions were the trade houses and in some cases the hedge funds. They were happy to do so, as they made their money trading around the flows with better market INFORMATIONData releases that changed the price were clear and expected at certain days. Everybody was happy and content thus the need for risk management and hedging was marginalThis changed in the last 10 years significantly



Palm trading currently:
The need for Knowledge Management
More and more flexible  or professional market participants:

• Traders, Shippers, Hedge Funds, Spread Traders (POGO, BOGO, 
Relative value), Macro, Gamma, FX traders

• Option trading  (finally) started in the Palm market

• Plantation Margins are dropping rapidly due to land & labour costs, FX 
influences and duties changes, no longer able to sustain great PnL’s

• Information is free, instant, global and harder to understand. The 
traditional power houses with large SnD research departments are 
struggling to create profits. The move from information to knowledge 
started

Long Only or Long/Short trading just doesn’t generate (the) profits 
anymore

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With information becoming free (a farmer in the middle of India will have the same USDA release on his smartphone as the trader in Geneva, Singapore or New York) or MPOB numbers to show a regional exampleThe Global Financial Crisis of 2008 spurted a range of new ways and markets to diversify and added a lot of investments into “Save-haven” commodities creating more option markets and volatilityCosts shot up as inflation increased. Thus margins were reduced all over the value chain.Banks were getting scared to finance commodity companies, trading became a dirty word and all focus shifted to Risk and Margin Management and this shift continues upto todaySo where do we go from here?



Palm trading in the future:
Diversify and Manage Risk
• IT systems are crucial: back office, risk, compliance, documentation

• Too many external factors to check and handle on “gut-feeling”

• Keep an open mind to changes in positions, markets and most of all 
way’s of working

• Tracking your research and avoiding sentimental decisions to move 
away to structured Risk Management Investments will enhance your 
PnL significantly. 

• Move away from commodities and focus on de-commoditizing your 
product offering

• Look at Seasonals and Macro moves (with the help of information from 
Oilworld for example) over short term gambling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compliance from governments but also from banks and shareholders are asking more and more for reporting, IT systems and transparencyAt the same time the world is getting more entangled with not just Supply and Demand determining our markets anymore. We now have to track so many variables that it becomes close to impossible to do so, without any IT related structure in itConsidering to stop trading and to de-commoditize our products is an option. Investors like to own exposure (but not the product or company shares) and are willing to pay for this to you as producer or consumer. But is limits your freedom to speculate. I personally recommend everyone to do just this. Stop day or week trading positions and go more into seasonals, long term hedges (why not own $500-550 palm as a refiner for a long long term by sourcing it via financial option tools)! Get your research sourced from companies that have no vested interest in what the market does but really provide guidance on where and what to expect. So just stepping back, what are for example some of the market drivers than influence us today: 



Future CPO Price 
Key Variables
What to focus on?????

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following chart was just me thinking out loud for a few minutes. This is by far not complete and with any discussion we would have together would likely be expanded or doubledBut let’s just keep this as a basis for today, and look at what does effect us and what can we do about it?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the middle you see the CPO prices and thus embedded with it the margins you as a plantation or refiner would makeWhat do you need to consider and track? How does it influence your decision making?Can you do anything with it, or if not, what is the effect on my bottom line by ignoring it?Let’s take a few into a more deeper consideration, I will now talk about the lighter blue ones only.



Let’s now give some more focus on a 
few of these variables
• Long term Palm Oil Supply & Demand

• Effects of Trade Barriers

• (Social) Media

• Cost of Compliance

• Sustainability

• Technological Inventions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the 6 main topics I will touch on next here today



Long term Palm Oil 
Supply & Demand
What can we expect?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First of all, what do the long term S&D’s tell us and what should we focus on? What should be our long term investment goal?Note, there is no non-public information in this presentation and no price forecast as that will be done later today and tomorrow by all the esteemed speakers invited by MPOCAs already mentioned, all following charts are 100% Rabobank and will be updated in their release of September 3rd but are likely not that different from what we see hereThanks Oscar Tjakra for your support



Global 2018/2019 Palm Oil production is forecast to increase by
3.16 MT or 4.54% yoy to 72.76MT

2018/2019 Global Palm Oilproduction
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23Source: USDA, Rabobank2018

2018/2019: 4.45 MT
(down from 4.49MT)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Global palm production is expected to grow by a healthy 4.5% this year with main winners Indonesia and Malaysia with limited change in the rest of the worldThe dominance of South East Asia remains and will become even bigger, but the shift and spread from Malaysia to Indonesia continues as well



Global production of Edible Oils is expected toexceed global
consumption in 2018/2019 MY by 6.7MT
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Production this year (mainly due to record oilseed production) is expected to outpace demand and thus we are seeing low prices for almost all agri commodities around the worldSoybeans, Palm, Sugar, Coffee are all down a lot this year and are looking short term to have limited upside. But on the longer run it is a whole different story as some products are trading well below the cost of production



Global 2018/2019 Palm Oil consumption is forecast to increaseby
3.32 MT or 5.08% yoy to 68.67MT
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The demand growth for palm oil is healthy but could be a lot moreIf we remain at current prices, demand will increase and with a trend on energy levels to move up as well the forward demand curve is expected to be very healthy. Downside is extremely limited in my eyes. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I believe that this and the next sheet are the core for our market and discussions here these daysThis is the chart where Rabobank did a full on analysis on what the effect will be on the relatively low replanting rates in Malaysia and IndonesiaMany plantations are over their peak production and should be replaced as soon as possibleIf we don’t or if we don’t find a financial solution for it we will be in significant shortage of feedstock in 2025. No matter what scenario, long term in Indonesia we are looking at hardly higher production levels than now, but with a rapidly growing population with more to spend! (remember the charts on megatrends earlier in this presentation)We need to support Indonesia to replant more, and to replant them with higher yielding varieties to be able to feed the world in the future



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how does that look here in Malaysia:Similar story, although more replanting is taking place. We need to support the small holders more to get in action now as they are lagging the larger plantations. The good thing is that MPOC is already focussing on this. Or with the base case we will remain at around 22mmt production only from now till 2030Yes that will mean higher prices, but is not enough to support 8.26billion people on the planet and alternatives like oilseeds are just not good enough by a long range compared to Palm Oil in terms of efficiency and yields!



Fundamental opportunities
• The world needs more food. 

• Upto 52mmt more of edible oils are needed annually till 2025 (IOPC 2018)
• Replanting not going fast enough (Rabobank 2018) 
• Property values vs Food production out of line (50k USD/Hec vs 15k USD/Hec)
• Yield research is lagging, although some are hitting 9-12mt/hec in Indonesia!

• The world wants this to be sustainable, RSPO or Alternatives will be key
• Don’t worry about the costs to get certified, consumers will have to pay up
• Long term step away from palm-based Biodiesel, its not sustainable

• Don’t ignore the real global growth areas: Asia and Africa

• Ignore daily or short term price moves, long term the outlook is very good 
for producers of any food product globally

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Making the quick transition from Supply and Demand to the other topics, above a few notes from the recent pastDuring IOPC in Medan in July it was mentioned that the world will need an additional 52mmt of edible oil PER YEAR in 2025. We need to find a way to produce thatYields are there with some. 9mt/hec is around us and the first test fields by some large companies are showing 12mt/hec. This is the future! Replant and ResearchInvest now and don’t worry about short term price moves. Plantations should invest in production and Consumers should really consider using the current low prices to lock in future demand as far forward as possible for it is not sustainable to remain at these price levels on the long run. Fortunately I know that most of the global MNC’s are doing just that these days.



Trade Barriers
What can we expect?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next topic to review are trade barriers, what does it mean and how does it effect me?



Barriers are ALWAYS bad
HARD BREXIT RISK INCREASE TARIFFS OVER A PASTOR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basically Barriers are ALWAYS bad. Just 2 recent examples that show value destruction by barriers coming in placeThe left side is the GBP vs the USD with the change of a HARD BREXIT increasing daily. The UK will struggle and it effects all of them thereThe right side is the TRY vs the USD during the recent trade spat with tariffs between Trump and Erdogan over an arrested pastor in turkey. The Lira is being destroyed basicallyThe world has never show better economic, social and educational times than current and this was ALL due to the reduction in protectionism and embracing the liberalization. Unfortunately this is changing at a rapid pace the last 24 months around the world. 



Barriers are ALWAYS bad
but how will it play out?
CHINA vs US TRADEWAR What can China do?

1. Stop buying US Treasuries, or 
even sell some of their 1trillion 
holding (called the nuclear 
option, Russia just sold 84% in 
July)

2. Devalue the CNY (8% drop in 
value = 2% rise in local prices @ 
25% import duties)

3. Make life harder for US 
companies

4. Isolate the US and court the rest 
of the world

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just consider the Soybean chart, the main driver of all oilseeds and thus also on Palm OilBeans crashed when the US got hit with reciprocal tariffs from China and thus moved all demand from North to South America. Is this sustainable? No, beans are now below the cost of production in the USWhat can China do? Still quite a lot as you can see, but any of the option will show all of us as losing out for it will reduce the global GDP growth with percentage pointsIs this the same for Malaysia or are there opportunities?



Effect from FX and local issues on 
“real” value to the producer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although this chart is a few weeks old, as per last Tuesday we closed at $550 USD, or around 2250 MYR. This is roughly the same price in MYR as in June 2013, but the “value” you would get for it, or the economic margin is 9% lowerBoustead reported their average costs in Malaysia for 2017 to be around 1730 MYR/MT CPO with Goodhope commenting that Q2-18 variable costs to have jumped 22%This with land bank value competing with property these days that pay in some cases $50k/hectare vs $15k/hectare for plantation land its hard to source good locationsInternational labour changes are causing higher costs in both Malaysia and Indonesia and fertilizer prices are on the way upCompared to 2013 thus, your profit margin at the same MYR return on BMD, will be easily 500MYR/MT lower.Replanting is needed, higher yields are needed but that has been mentioned already in the S&D part. For this sheet, basically what I want to indicate that not all factors can be managed by you as a companyMargins can change because of barriers (duties in India), Political Change (labour in Indonesia), Political unrest (energy and fertilizer prices), global perception (1ML and the effect on the MYR/USD exchange rate)But are there also more macro opportunities for Malaysia or others?



Can Trade Barriers become 
opportunities?
• Short answer:  not on a global basis for they lead to reduced GDP and 

economic growth on the long run, but locally or regionally yes

• If U.S. firms can see no end of the trade war, they will reorganize their 
supply chains and locate low-cost production in “safe” countries like 
Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia, Mexico, and Peru. They will not move 
much production back to the United States. Likewise, Chinese firms that 
buy high-tech industrial inputs from the United States will move some of 
the production to “safe” countries like South Korea, Canada and 
Australia

• Palm oil could gain traction over SBO for a short period of time

• Don’t try to trade it, accept the news as it comes. If at all just buy the 
rumour, sell the fact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think Malaysia could be one of the few countries that can benefit from the US China Trade war for the reasons mentioned hereBut I would not try to trade it. Just take it as a positive effect at best for it could change overnight (as all politics these days)



(Social) Media and 
the effect on Prices

Do I need to worry?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next topic will be the effect of (Social) media on prices and stocks. This is completely new as it did not really exist 10 years ago but nowadays can make or break companies. Just have a look at the following examples:



Effect of Twitter on Prices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just a few examples here:Apple gained $17 BILLION on 15-8-2013 and again $8 BILLION on 18-5-2015 by 1 investor (Carl Ican) tweeting that he thinks its undervaluedFacebook dropped $120 BILLION or -20% on 1 day on July 26th over lower revenue as a result from newswiresTesla gained $ 7 BILLION or 11% on 7-8-2018 on a tweet from CEO Elon Musk that he wants to take them privateAre these real news events, or just thoughts? Just consider these amounts for a second. There is just nothing that can stop or counter such massive impact events in the current world of all compassing media availabilityThus, as you can’t trade that, focus on your core business and excel in that only!



This doesn’t help the 
perception of CPO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are you surprised that the EU is considering to ban Palm Oil when the BBC keeps on reporting these kind of images?Is it fair? Is it real? Does that matter?Demand is being shifted over Social Media and there is nothing you can do about it for now.



How to handle Social Media
• There is always the risk of someone going for your product, company or 

market. Just accept the challenge head on

• Reply with facts: be honest and open. Media is too quick and powerful to 
try to get away with vague replies

• Use social media to provide knowledge and information, be transparent 
where possible and most of all:

Do as you say, and say as you do

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What to do when something or someone goes after you or your product?Don’t ignore it and be 100% transparent and open about it all. The old saying goes for these kind of issues: “Do as you say, and say as you do”



Cost of 
Compliance
What can we expect?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s move on to the most ignored, hated and rejected topic that is unfortunately or fortunately here to stay and effects us all: Compliance and the Cost of Compliance!



Top Regulatory Risks and Areas of focus due to challenges faced in APAC

Just a few…..
• KYC 
• AML 
• CFTC
• GDPR
• PDPA
• RSPO 
• hedging FX MYR
• Etc etc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a recent report from Thomson Reuters Regulatory Intelligence they reviewed the topics that are expected to most effect commodity companies globallyAsia was part of it, but unfortunately most of the companies that I speak to are under prepared or just not aware of all the changes that effect their responsibilities to the local and global regulatorsThis will become more and more, so we all better get our systems and teams in placeLet’s see how bad it already is, and what expectations are:



Regulatory Activity Tracked H1 2018 (from H2 2017)

*Note: Tracked activity includes document changes, announcements, and enforcements by regulators.
Average Daily Alerts = Total Alerts Year-on-Year / 261 Working Days
Source Thomson Reuters Regulatory Intelligence – Cost of Compliance 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows the DAILY amount of regulatory changes that WILL impact your business. Some are local, some are regional, some are global but as we are in a global trade flow ALL could be influencing you and your companyOn Average 218 daily changes were communicated around the world.Who can handle that?



Budget & Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unfortunately hardly anyone, so we will all have to invest into larger teams, consultants and systems to remain compliant.Just quick fact from the same report and here I quote: “The findings show that regulatory divergence costs financial institutions 5-10 percent of their annual turnover (on average). This consumes scarce senior management time, as well as capital, that could otherwise be focused on identifying emerging risks in the financial system. Ultimately, these costs are a barrier to international growth: more than $780 billion annually in costs to the global economy are conservatively inferred by the findings.” 



Compliance opportunities
• Few, as they are mainly a cost, but please:

Don’t ignore them, regulators and banks globally will 
enforce them even if coming from the other end of the world

• Be pro-active, get systems in place and reduce your market and 
counterparty risk accordingly

• Invest early in your teams, and avoid large fines or consultant/lawyer 
bills in the future

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think these comments are self-explanatory, Invest and be ready!



Sustainability
What can I do to turn this into an 
opportunity?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next topic is high on the agenda here at POTS this week, sustainability and RSPO or similar projects



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This news wire came from RSPO that received a letter earlier in August from 90 large institutional investors representing more than $6.7 trillion in assets calling for stronger standardsThey are increasingly focussing on sustainability and are shifting very actively assets to any fund or company that is doing more than just the basicsThis is a real opportunity for you as producers to be part of!It is not just in Europe and the US, the second note is from Singapore. Anyone processing greenhouse gasses will be steeply taxed so they are also looking into sustainability more and moreIn another great and positive step, China just announced on the 20th of August the China Sustainable Palm Oil Alliance in cooperation by the China Chamber of Commerce of Foodstuffs and Native Produce (CFNA), RSPO and the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) supported by Cargill and Mars with as target to get the RSPO volume up from the current 1% to around 10% by 2020. 



Value is not too bad
But is it enough?

• Average Plantation Margin at current 
MYR 2250 Bursa prices – MYR 1730-2100 
= +/- $60

• Average Trading Margin $5.00-7.50
• Average Refining Margin $18.50 Gross or 

about breakeven nett
• Total $65, so $2/mt would add 3.1% of 

EBITA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But what does that RSPO do for you as plantation (ignoring the expected effect of the Chinese initiative that should enhance prices)?Let’s review the current RSPO market vs the margins that you makeMaking $2/mt CPO is really not that bad considering the overall margins. Refining is around break even, trading is just being lucky nowadays but still budgeted higher, costs are going up for compliance, energy, labour, land acquisition.Taking the Boustead plantations official 2017 average cost of production @ 1731 MYR/mt and comments from Goodhope that costs jumped almost 22% in the quarter ending April we are talking close to 2120 MYR or only 130 MYR marginThis $2 could actually almost mean the difference between losing and making money now! How much does it cost to become RSPO compliant:HCV costs, primarily due to assessment and preparation, were typically US$0.80 to $5.00 per hectare • HCV set-aside costs ranged from US$0 to $13.41 per hectare, depending on the amount of HCV identified • EIA and SIA costs were US$1.00 to $11.67 and $0.47 to $1.00 per hectare respectively; however, EIA is a legal requirement and is not considered an incremental cost of producing CSPO. Also note the very interesting fact: RSPO producers on average produce 5.1mt/hectare, 38% more than the global average of 3.7mt/hectare! With this in mind, Four of the larger companies surveyed reported figures that fell within a range of US$2.13 to $3.54 per hectare, reflecting their economies of scale. Thus at max $0.70/mt. There is real money to be saved by doing the right thing here!But as seen in the S&D part, Current Palm prices are just way too low to sustain the global demand growth in the years to come…… Personally I would really use this time of too low prices and low interest rates to get new funding for additional re-planting with significantly higher yielding trees, be RSPO certified and to be ready for more realistic prices in 2022 onwards when the real additional demand starts to kick in



What will the Market expect?

Source: 
https://chainreactionresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/unsustainable-palm-oil-faces-increasing-
market-access-risks-final-1_updated-july-2018.pdf 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consumer around the world are expecting the production to become sustainable. They might not pay for it, but not being sustainable might result in discounts or trade bans into certain areas over timeSo to conclude it for now:



Sustainability: It’s not just your clients, 
it’s everyone! Just do It!
• Sustainability is here to stay, and countries that currently are not asking 

for it (yet) like India and China will do so soon enough

• IOPC conclusions: you will have to but find a way around it. Try not to 
play a victim but turn it into a marketing effort. Try to be the first one to 
be 100% sustainable and catch a premium for it!

• One of the ideas was to make it mandatory with a negative premium for 
non-sustainable oil but first we need to get to 1 global standard for all 
competing oils 

• Note that we will be talking about sustainability vs profitability later 
today at the CEO panel, but still its an OPPORTUNITY to create value 
and de-commoditize your plantations (example Yemen coffee from the 
book)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sustainability is here to stay and will become the bench mark, so better be ready (even as small holder) for the effect on prices and trade flows will be significantAnother great example on using quality and suitability is on Yemenis coffee from the book The Monk of Mokha by Dave Eggers that came out earlier this year



Technological 
Inventions
How and what can I use?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last topic for today will be all the Technological inventions that are available to help you enhance your marginMost of them are already active or will soon be. Investments are marginal these days, you don’t need to go for Oracle, SAP or other large expensive firms. Find the niche players that understand your needs and market and utilize the tools they provideSo where are some of the key inventions and how do they help me:



There are numerous inventions 
available to enhance margins!
• Blockchain ownership and traceability platforms (IP, Tenders)

• eCertification documentation trails

• Digitalization of documents (title & eBL via Bolero or essDocs)

• Funding (banks vs private equity on new digital platforms)

• Research via satellites and outsourced to IA based companies 

• Automation of production / yield enhancement at plantation level, 
remote sensing, zero-waste

• Automatic loading/shipping/unloading vessels?

• Great Risk Management systems and trade capture platforms

• New Markets (Options, Composites, New Products)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crucial for all forms of risk, is that you have to make sure you are in control of your paperwork and IT related dataDon’t get defaulted, get safety measures in place for both ownership, certification and BL documentationMake sure your positions and risk are well managed, get good contract management systems in placeBut also look at simple production technological improvements, quoting again from the Boustead 2017 annual report: The mechanisation of FFB harvesting and collection remains a key initiative to drive productivity, enhance efficiencies and reduce dependency on manual labour at our estates. To further improve labour productivity, we have extended the usage of hybrid carbon fibre poles for harvesting in tall palm areas. This harvesting tool is lighter, faster and can improve efficiency by up to 15% as compared with conventional aluminium poles. Where terrain permits, motorised cutters continued to be used for harvesting young palms. Through the greater efficiency of the motorised cutters and speed of cutting fruit bunches, this can improve productivity by up to 30%. we introduced a smart fertiliser spreader which features in-built calibration equipped with sensors and a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) as well as internet capabilities. We are also evaluating the performance of a tractor mounted boom sprayer with GPS for circle spraying of weeds in mature areas. More on the real external technical development side:Focus on markets with new tools that actually enhance your margins by smart hedging, using more exchanges and more option structures. Step away from the traditional long only trading.With all the risk out there from all the various angles, better be ready to act and the change when its needed (or ideally already before its needed!)With that  let’s conclude all the information provided today:



Recap today
Now let’s create value together!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basically of all the topics discussed, what is the 1 line I should take home and act on:



Change is here, embrace it with the 
best tools you can get, now!
• The most difficult thing is the decision to act, the rest is merely tenacity. 

The fears are paper tigers. You can do anything you decide to do. You 
can act to change and control your life; and the procedure, the process is 
its own reward. 

Amelia Earhart

• Change your life today. Don't gamble on the future, act now, without 
delay. 

Simone de Beauvoir

• To improve is to change; to be perfect is to change often. 

Winston Churchill

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change is here, embrace it with the best tools you can get, now!I always like to end with some quotes that signify the core topic, so do enjoy these 3And with that, I would like to thank you for your time and attention and wish you all the best in the future!Just in case you want to get more information:



• Contact me on PRETB@Bloemendal.net

• Visit our office in Singapore

• Request a visit to your office // Engagement Agreement

• Call us on +65.9724.2350

Next steps or more information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you and have a great conference ahead



Important Disclosures
The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise
deal in any particular investment. This document is intended only to facilitate Client discussions with PRETB pte ltd. Please be aware that, where any
views have been expressed in this report, the author of this report may have had many, varied views over the past 12 months, including contrary
views. A large number of views are being generated at all times and these may change quickly. Any valuations or underlying assumptions made are
solely based upon the author’s market knowledge and experience. Furthermore, the information in this report has not been prepared in accordance
with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research. The given material is subject to change and although based
upon information which we consider reliable, it is not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness. PRETB pte ltd believes that the information
contained within this report is already in the public domain. The material is not intended to be used as a general guide to investing or as a source of
any specific investment recommendations. Investors with any questions regarding the suitability of the products referred to in this presentation should
consult their financial and tax advisors.

This material does not constitute an offer or solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not authorized or to any
person to whom it is unlawful to make such offer or solicitation. Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to inform
themselves of and to observe such restrictions.

PRETB pte ltd is part of an affiliate partners network. This means that many of the introductions made on your behalf could result in them paying us 
referral fees for sending them new clients for certain products of theirs. Being a part of this network makes it possible to get our clients the best 
possible coverage and market access in various fields of business that we as PRETB pte ltd feel are the most informative, professional and value-for-
money available in the world at the time of our engagement with you. We are continuously reviewing our partner network, to make sure that PRETB 
pte ltd delivers the best advice available to you. The SSKN is where we believe we add the most value to you.
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